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ABSTRACT

Adisplay frame/interlocking storage rack component adapt
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able to receive and display a box and being stackable. The
component includes a top With a throughopening for vieW
ing a decorative top of the box. A back Wall extends
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doWnWardly from the top. A pair of side Walls extend
doWnWardly from the top and form With the top an open
front for insertion and removal of the box and for viewing
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nates beloW the back Wall in a back guide rail supporting
platform that supports the box. The top further includes a

211/183, 194

back notch for receiving the back guide rail supporting

211/183
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a decorative front of the box. A back guide rail extends

platform of a next stacked display frame/interlocking stor
age rack component. A pair of side guide rails extend
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further includes tWo pair of side notches that open continu

display frame/interlocking storage rack component. A pair
of overhangs extend inwardly into the throughopening in the
top and ?ll in the space betWeen the side guide rail support

ing platforms of the next stacked display frame/interlocking
storage rack component and further support the box posi
tioned in the next stacked display frame/interlocking storage
rack component.
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DISPLAY FRAME/INTERLOCKING
STORAGE RACK COMPONENT

a display sheet therebetWeen, the ledges Which extend in
opposite directions then de?ne a base to support the panels

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

in an upright position. Each panel, just above the junction of
its loWer end and ledge, is provided With interlocking
elements in the form of a rectangular slot and a companion

The present invention relates to a storage rack component.
More particularly, the present invention relates to a storage
rack component that is interlockable and displays at least
tWo surfaces of each of the objects it contains.
People like to decorate their personal spaces With items

they ?nd appealing. Movie posters and pictures of recording

tongue Which projects in a direction opposite to the ledge
direction. When the panels are brought together, the tongue
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and ?lm stars often ?nd their place on the Walls of fans. The
package Which contains the pre-recorded music or video has

STILLYETANOTHER EXAMPLE, US. Pat. No. 4,594,

transparent cardholder member that is detachably mounted
15 to a base member. The cardholder member is formed of a

pair of plates maintained in a spaced coplanar orientation by
plural pin and hole assemblies. A ledge is provided adjacent

large number of pre-recorded video cassettes. The public has
come to appreciate and collect this pre-recorded entertain
ment and has developed an outstanding inventory. The
collectors of pre-recorded music and videos can listen to the

20

artist on their stereo or vieW a movie on their television but

have no Way to make use of the package art Work for
decoration purposes.

Numerous innovations for storage rack components have
been provided in the prior art that Will be described. Even
though these innovations may be suitable for the speci?c

individual purposes to Which they address, hoWever, they
differ from the present invention in that they do not provide
a storage rack component that is interlockable, stores each of
the objects it contains in a recessed portion, and displays at
least tWo surfaces of each of the objects it contains.
FOR EXAMPLE, U.S. Pat. No. 3,650,382 to Braun et al.

teaches an improved molded plastic display package. The
package includes a ?rst elongated member having an I-beam
type cross section and a second U-shaped member that is
slidable onto and off of the ?rst member and Which includes
releasable latch means for engagement With a portion of the
?rst member. Terminal means are provided for mounting and
displaying an article of jeWelry, for example, With the aid of

coincident With each other and are interlocked.
802 to Field teaches a display device that uses a generally

been artfully and carefully designed to be appealing to the
consumer. The art Work identi?es the product and the
package contents. There are approximately 500 million
compact discs sold annually in the domestic market With a
slightly lesser number of pre-recorded audio cassettes and a

of one ?ts neatly into the slot of the other. Each tongue has
an edge notch therein making it possible to slide one panel
relative to the other to a position at Which the panels are then

the loWer edge of each of the plates that is adapted to support
a display card thereon While the plural pin and hole assem
blies additionally provide an auxiliary support surface
adapted to mounted supplemental header cards.
YET STILLANOTHER EXAMPLE, US. Pat. No. 5,038,
927 to Bell teaches a display case designed to shoW small
objects Which are suitable for card mounting. The case has

25 a transparent conduit With a closed end and an open end.

Cards on Which jeWelry or other merchandise is mounted are

inserted into the conduit through the open end. In one

30

preferred embodiment a clip having a slot is employed to
hold the cards. In another preferred embodiment a second
spaced apart slot is provided for insertion of a second set of

cards Which doubles the display capacity. Support for the
card array is provided in one embodiment by one or more

protrusions extend into the tube on Which the card array

rests. These protrusions extend into the tube and provide
35

maximum distance to the Wall of the tube Which is less than

the Width of the card array. The protrusions provide support
for the vertical array of cards and can be indentations in the
Wall of the tube. In another embodiment of the invention a

rod passing through the Wall of the tube is employed as the
40

support for the vertical array of cards. Lockable caps are

preferably employed to hold the rod in position. A hanger is

an elastic extension. The present invention requires a rela

provided Which attaches to the closed end of the conduit to
alloW the display case to be hung eliminating the need for

tively shalloW mold.

counter space. It is preferred that the hanger is rotatably

ANOTHER EXAMPLE, US. Pat. No. 3,655,065 to

Yellin teaches a knockdoWn cube member formed of a 45 mounted so that the display case can be rotated.

plastic material. The member includes a top member and a

STILLYETANOTHER EXAMPLE, US. Pat. No. 5,048,
702 to Maloney teaches a transportable rack for handling
bakery goods such as bread Which is made of moldable

bottom member each integrally formed and being of iden
tical construction and a pair of side members being of
identical construction, so that the top, bottom and side
member may be readily assembled to form a cube. The cube
may be used either individually or to form a module Which
is readily connected to other similar cubes.
STILL ANOTHER EXAMPLE, US. Pat. No. 3,907,116
to Wolf et al. teaches a holder for both boxed and unboxed
magnetic tape cassettes. The holder is formed as a rack With

plastic. The rack has a base trolley on Which are mounted

modular stackable shelf units having longitudinally extend
ing parallel side rails adapted to hold bakery goods for
transport and separating members outboard each shelf unit
Which provide vertical separation betWeen the shelves and
55

shelves sloping doWn and rearWardly for supporting the ends
of the boxed cassettes. The shelves are cut aWay to de?ne
nesting recesses to hold the smaller unboxed cassettes With
the fronts thereof in the same vertical plane as the fronts of
the boxed cassettes.
YET ANOTHER EXAMPLE, US. Pat. No. 4,165,572 to
Sussman teaches a display stand for holding an advertise
ment or other notice in sheet form in an upright position on
a counter or desk. The stand is constituted by a pair of

complementary pieces each formed by a transparent panel
having a right-angle ledge extending from its loWer end so
that When the tWo panels are brought together to sandWich

60

transmit the Weight of the shelf and its contents doWnWard
so that each shelf is light. The separating members form a
vertical load-bearing and bracing column on each side of the
rack.
YET STILLANOTHER EXAMPLE, US. Pat. No. 5,191,
983 to Hardy teaches a modular storage rack for CD jeWel
boxes, or the like. The rack comprises individual tray units
that are stackable vertically and connectable laterally. The

tray itself has no moving parts but only a ribbon spring
Which acts to both secure the jeWel box When inserted and

eject the same When retrieval is desired. Release of the jeWel
65

box is obtained by inWard pressure against the spring and
rotation of the box about a fulcrum on one of the tray Walls,

permitting the spring to urge the box out of the tray.

5,853,091
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STILLYETANOTHER EXAMPLE, US. Pat. No. 5,253,
751 to Wipper teaches a package for the retail display of a
compact disc that includes a base hingedly connected to the

like. The frame has four frame sides connected at their ends
into a rectangle, a contiguous trio of the sides having

cover of a conventional jeWel box, and a tray in Which the

therein for receiving the side margins along three sides of the
placard With the remaining frame side being slotted along its
length to separate that side into tWo parallel frame strip. The

generally coplanar mutually directed shalloW channels

disc is removably stored by a circular array of ?exible
?ngers. A narroW slot is formed in the elevated portion

Which extends along its entire length.

slot is in coplanar relation to the shalloW channels and
communicates at its ends With the corresponding ends of the

YET STILLANOTHER EXAMPLE, US. Pat. No. 5,285,

channels in tWo opposite frame sidles Whereby the placard

907 to Franchere et al. teaches racks or tray arrays for use

in clinical laboratories, in particular, to support tubes and

10

other containers holding body ?uid specimens. The inven

can be inserted via the slot into the frame With the margins
of its three sides protruding into the channels. Detent means

tion alloWs the user to “build” racks or arrays of larger

is provided for positively retaining the placard in its inserted

and/or smaller capacity, depending upon the user’s

position Within the frame, in the form of at least one nib

carried on an inner face of at least one of the frame strips
identical modular tube units. The racks or units may have a 15 projecting toWard the opposite strip substantially into con

requirements, by rapid snapping together of a plurality of

tact With the inner face of the opposite strip face and

variety of siZe openings for accommodating different siZe
specimen containers, and containers of different con?gura

preventing the accidental passage of the placard through the
slot. Preferably, each nib has an inclined edge extending

tion. Thus, the user can maintain stable support of a great

from a point adjacent the inner side of the frame strip to a

many containers simultaneously for handling in the
laboratory, thus avoiding the danger of dropping or spilling

point adjacent its outer side and sloping in the direction from
the inner to the outer side toWard the opposite frame strip.
The inclined edge facilitates the intentional passage of the
placard past the nibs for removal from the frame.

specimens. The arrangements of the invention may be

comprised of reusable, autoclavable moldable plastic
materials, or less expensive throW aWay moldable materials.
The individual components making up the tube rack array
may be of a variety of geometric con?gurations.
STILLYETANOTHER EXAMPLE, US. Pat. No. 5,289,

25

918 to Dobias et al. teaches an unitary sheet storage con
tainer for a compact disc. The container has a disc holder

panel that enables the insertion of a compact disc doWn into
the disc holder panel Which holds the disc at four points on
its outer periphery.
YET STILLANOTHER EXAMPLE, US. Pat. No. 5,289,
925 to NeWmark teaches a display for organiZing cases of
compact discs Which alloWs vieWing of a part of only the

front face of the package.
STILLYETANOTHER EXAMPLE, US. Pat. No. 5,295,
577 to Minter teaches an upWardly opening tray for storing

It is apparent that numerous innovations for storage rack
components have been provided in the prior art that are
adapted to be used. Furthermore, even though these inno
vations may be suitable for the speci?c individual purposes
to Which they address, they Would not be suitable for the
purposes of the present invention as heretofore described.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

ACCORDINGLY, AN OBJECT of the present invention
35

is to provide a display frame/interlocking storage component
that avoids the disadvantages of the prior art.
ANOTHER OBJECT of the present invention is to pro

vide a display frame/interlocking storage component that is
simple and inexpensive to manufacture.

compact disc packages. Cooperatively interactive guide

STILL ANOTHER OBJECT of the present invention is to

formations are de?ned by the tray and the disc holders.
YET STILLANOTHER EXAMPLE, US. Pat. No. 5,331,
756 to Rehrig teaches Walls of shopping cart baskets,
advertising panels Which include a plate element and a frame
element Which ?ts on the plate element and is releasibly held
in place thereon by a tab-and-slot arrangement. When held
in place, a slot and a card display area Which is encircled by
the frame element are formed betWeen the plate and frame
elements. An advertisement display card can then be easily
slid into and out of the display area through this slot.
Projections on at least one of the elements keep the card
from falling out of place When in the area. Retro?tted and
molded-in panel versions are disclosed. Plate elements of
the retro?tted version can be secured together on the inside

provide a display frame/interlocking storage component that

and outside of the basket Wall providing inWardly and
outWardly disposed display areas. The molded-in panel has

is simple to use.

BRIEFLY STATED, YET ANOTHER OBJECT of the

45

With a throughopening for vieWing a decorative top of the
CD box. A back Wall extends doWnWardly from the top. A

pair of side Walls extend doWnWardly from the top and form
With the top an open front for insertion and removal of the
CD box and for vieWing a decorative front of the CD box.

A back guide rail extends doWnWardly from the through
opening in the top and terminates beloW the back Wall in a

back guide rail supporting platform that supports the CD
box. The top further includes a back notch for receiving the
55

its plate element molded With anti-recesses in from the outer
surface of a Wall of the plastic cart basket, and thus When
positioned centrally on a basket side Wall With the frame
element held thereon, the panel does not prevent the carts
from nesting. The frame element of the molded-in version,
hoWever, is preferably identical to that of the retro?tted

version and is also releasibly retained in position using tabs
and slots. The frame anti-plate elements are both symmetri
cal about their longitudinal axes.
STILLYETAN OTHER EXAMPLE, US. Pat. No. 5,442,

873 to Vogler teaches a unitary injection-molded plastic
holder frame for displaying an advertising placard or the

present invention is to provide a display frame/interlocking
storage rack component adaptable to receive and display a
CD box and being stackable. The component includes a top

65

back guide rail supporting platform of a next stacked display
frame/interlocking storage rack component. A pair of side
guide rails extend doWnWardly from the throughopening in
the top and terminate beloW the pair of side Walls in a pair
of side guide rail supporting platforms that further support
the CD box. The top further includes tWo pair of side notches
that open continuously into both the throughopening in the
top and the pair of guide rails. The tWo pair of side notches
are disposed in vertical alignment With the pairs of side
guide rail supporting platforms. The tWo pair of side notches
receive the pairs of side guide rail supporting platforms of
the next stacked display frame/interlocking storage rack
component. A pair of overhangs extend inWardly into the

5,853,091
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throughopening in the top and ?ll in the space between the
side guide rail supporting platforms of the neXt stacked

LIST OF REFERENCE NUMERALS UTILIZED
IN THE DRAWING

display frame/interlocking storage rack component and fur
ther support the CD boX positioned in the neXt stacked

Preferred Embodiment

display frame/interlocking storage rack component.

10 display frame/interlocking storage rack component of the
present invention
12 ?at and rectangular-shaped top

The novel features Which are considered characteristic of
the present invention are set forth in the appended claims.
The invention itself, hoWever, both as to its construction and

method of operation, together With additional objects and
advantages thereof, Will be best understood from the fol
loWing description of the speci?c embodiments When read

10

18 top pair of parallel longitudinal sides
20 top rectangular-shaped throughopening

and understood in connection With the accompanying draW
mg.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING

15

back Wall

30 pair of long, elongated, slender, parallel, ?at, and
rectangular-shaped side Walls
31 rectangular-shaped open front

of stacked units of the present invention;
FIG. 2 is an enlarged diagrammatic perspective vieW of a
single unit of the preferred embodiment of the present

32 short, elongated, slender, ?at, and rectangular-shaped
back guide rail
34 back guide rail long, forWardly-perpendicularly
extending and rectangular-parallelepiped-shaped back

invention;
25

FIG. 5 is a cross sectional vieW taken on line 5—5 in FIG.

perpendicularly-eXtending, and rectangular
parallelepiped-shaped side guide rail supporting plat

FIG. 6 is a cross sectional vieW taken on line 6—6 in FIG.

2 illustrating a notch and a supporting platform;

forms

FIG. 7 is an enlarged cross sectional vieW taken on line

7—7 in FIG. 1 illustrating the inter?tting of a pair of
35

FIG. 8 is a diagrammatic perspective vieW of a CD being
inserted into a unit of the present invention;
FIG. 9 is a diagrammatic bottom plan vieW of an alternate
embodiment of a single unit of the present invention;

FIG. 10 is an enlarged
taken generally along line
FIG. 11 is an enlarged
taken generally along line

42 top throughopening side tWo pair of short, spaced-apart,
and rectangular-parallelepiped-shaped side notches
44 top pair of ?at and rectangular-shaped overhangs
Alternate Embodiment

110 display frame/interlocking storage rack component of
the present invention

diagrammatic fragmented vieW
10—10 in FIG. 9;
diagrammatic fragmented vieW
11—11 in FIG. 9;

FIG. 12 is a diagrammatic front elevational vieW taken

guide rail supporting platform
36 top throughopening back elongated, slender, and
rectangular-parallelepiped-shaped back notch
38 pair of long, elongated, slender, ?at, and rectangular
shaped side guide rails
40 side guard rail pair of short, spaced-apart, inWardly

2 illustrating the top overhang;

vertically adjacent units of the present invention;

22 top throughopening back
24 top throughopening front
26 top throughopening pair of longitudinal sides

28 short, elongated, slender, ?at, and rectangular-shaped

The ?gures on the draWing are brie?y described as
folloWs:
FIG. 1 is a diagrammatic perspective vieW of a plurality

FIG. 3 is an enlarged diagrammatic front elevational vieW
taken generally in the direction of arroW 3 in FIG. 2;
FIG. 4 is an enlarged diagrammatic bottom plan vieW
taken generally in the direction of arroW 3 in FIGS. 2 and 3;

14 top back
16 top front

138 pair of long, elongated, slender, ?at, and rectangular
shaped side guide rails
152 side guide rail pair of laterally aligned slots
45

generally along line 12—12 in FIG. 9 illustrating the inser
tion of the replaceably mounted front panel;

154 pair of side Wall channels
156 pair of back Wall T-shaped tracks

158 elongated, slender, and generally rectangular
parallelepiped-shaped front Wall
160 L-shaped easel stand
162 easel stand long leg
164 easel stand short leg

FIG. 13 is a diagrammatic perspective vieW of the easel

stand;
FIG. 14 is a diagrammatic side elevational vieW illustrat

ing the easel stand being used to hang the present invention

166 Wall

on a Wall;

168 any knoWn mounting mechanism
170 horiZontal surface

FIG. 15 is an enlarged cross sectional vieW of the area

generally enclosed by the dotted circle identi?ed by arroW
15 in FIG. 14 illustrating the interaction of the easel stand
and the present invention;
FIG. 16 is a diagrammatic perspective vieW taken gener
ally in the direction of arroW 16 in FIG. 14 illustrating a
plurality of units of the present invention hung from a Wall
to form a display;
FIG. 17 is a diagrammatic side elevational vieW illustrat
ing the easel stand supporting a unit of the present invention
in landscape mode on a ?at surface; and
FIG. 18 is a diagrammatic side elevational vieW illustrat
ing the easel stand supporting a unit of the present invention
in portrait mode on a ?at surface.

55

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

Referring noW to the ?gures in Which like numerals
indicate like parts, and particularly to FIG. 1, Which is a

diagrammatic perspective vieW of a plurality of stacked
units of the present invention, the display frame/interlocking

65

storage rack component of the present invention is shoWn
generally at 10 interlocked and vertically stacked With at
least one other display frame/interlocking storage rack com
ponent 10.

The con?guration of the display frame/interlocking stor
age rack component 10 can best be seen in FIGS. 2—6, Which

5,853,091
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are an enlarged diagrammatic perspective vieW of a single
unit of the preferred embodiment of the present invention, an

and rectangular-shaped top 12, along its entire length, and
Which terminates beloW the short, elongated, slender, ?at,

enlarged diagrammatic front elevational vieW taken gener

and rectangular-shaped back Wall 28 in a back guide rail

ally in the direction of arroW 3 in FIG. 2, an enlarged

diagrammatic bottom plan vieW taken generally in the

long, forWardly-perpendicularly-eXtending and rectangular
parallelepiped-shaped back guide rail supporting platform

direction of arroW 3 in FIGS. 2 and 3, a cross sectional vieW

34 that eXtends along its entire length.

taken on line 5—5 in FIG. 2 illustrating the top overhang,

The ?at and rectangular-shaped top 12 further includes a

and a cross sectional vieW taken on line 6—6 in FIG. 2

top throughopening back elongated, slender, and

illustrating a notch and a supporting platform, respectively,

rectangular-parallelepiped-shaped back notch 36 that opens
continuously into both the top throughopening back 22 of
the top rectangular-shaped throughopening 20 in the ?at and
rectangular-shaped top 12 and in the short, elongated,

and as such Will be discussed With reference thereto.

The display frame/interlocking storage rack component
10 is an integrally formed unit manufactured form thermal

plastic in an injection molding process.

The display frame/interlocking storage rack component
10 includes a ?at and rectangular-shaped top 12 With a top

15

back 14, a top front 16 that is parallel to, and disposed in
front of, the top back 14 of the ?at and rectangular-shaped
top 12, a top pair of parallel longitudinal sides 18 that eXtend
perpendicularly forWardly from the top back 14 of the ?at
and rectangular-shaped top 12 to the top front 16 of the ?at
and rectangular-shaped top 12, and a top rectangular-shaped

throughopening 20 that eXtends vertically and concentrically

of the top rectangular-shaped throughopening 20 in the ?at
and rectangular-shaped top 12, and terminates in a side

therethrough.
The top rectangular-shaped throughopening 20 in the ?at
and rectangular-shaped top 12 is de?ned by a top through
opening back 22 that is parallel to the top back 14 of the ?at
and rectangular-shaped top 12, a top throughopening front

25

shaped side guide rail supporting platforms 40 that eXtend

perpendicularly-eXtending and rectangular-parallelepiped
shaped back guide rail supporting platform 34.

rectangular-shaped top 12, and a top throughopening pair of
longitudinal sides 26 that are parallel to the top pair of
parallel longitudinal sides 18 of the ?at and rectangular

top 12 to the top throughopening front 24 of the top
rectangular-shaped throughopening 20 in the ?at and

guard rail pair of short, spaced-apart, inWardly
perpendicularly-eXtending, and rectangular-parallelepiped
inWardly therefrom, and Which are shorter than, and copla
nar With, the back guide rail long, forWardly

24 that is parallel to the top front 16 of the ?at and

shaped top 12 and Which eXtend perpendicularly forWardly
from the top throughopening back 22 of the top rectangular
shaped throughopening 20 in the ?at and rectangular-shaped

slender, ?at, and rectangular-shaped back guide rail 32, and
eXtends along their entire lengths.
The display frame/interlocking storage rack component
10 further includes a pair of long, elongated, slender, ?at,
and rectangular-shaped side guide rails 38.
Each side guide rail of the pair of long, elongated, slender,
?at, and rectangular-shaped side guide rails 38 extends
perpendicularly doWnWardly from a respective longitudinal
side of the top throughopening pair of longitudinal sides 26

Each side guide rail of the pair of long, elongated, slender,
?at, and rectangular-shaped side guide rails 38 further
eXtends perpendicularly forWardly from the short,
35

elongated, slender, ?at, and rectangular-shaped back guide
rail 32 to past the top throughopening front 24 of the top
rectangular-shape throughopening 20 in the ?at and
rectangular-shaped top 12, and terminates short of the top

rectangular-shaped top 12.
The display frame/interlocking storage rack component
10) further includes a short, elongated, slender, ?at, and

front 16 of the ?at and rectangular-shaped top 12 so as to
provide a recess for grabbing a CD to be removed from the

rectangular-shaped back Wall 28 that has a height and

display frame/interlocking storage rack component 10.

eXtends perpendicularly doWnWardly from the top back 14
of the ?at and rectangular-shaped top 12, along its entire

The ?at and rectangular-shaped top 12 further includes a

length.
The display frame/interlocking storage rack component

45

10 further includes a pair of long, elongated, slender,
parallel, ?at, and rectangular-shaped side Walls 30.
Each side Wall of the pair of long, elongated, slender,
parallel, ?at, and rectangular-shaped side Walls 30 eXtends

top throughopening side tWo pair of short, spaced-apart, and
rectangular-parallelepiped-shaped side notches 42.
Each pair of side notches of the top throughopening side

tax) pair of short, spaced-apart, and rectangular
parallelepiped-shaped side notches 42 open continuously
into both a respective longitudinal side of the top through
opening pair of longitudinal sides 26 of the top rectangular
shaped throughopening 20 in the ?at and rectangular-shaped
top 12 and in a respective side guide rail of the pair of long,

perpendicularly doWnWardly from a respective longitudinal
side of the top pair of parallel longitudinal sides 18 of the ?at
and rectangular-shaped top 12, along its entire length, and is

elongated, slender, ?at and rectangular-shaped side guide

joined perpendicularly at one end thereof to the short,

rails 38, and are disposed in vertical alignment With the side

elongated, slender, ?at, and rectangular-shaped back Wall

guard rail pair of short, spaced-apart, inWardly
perpendicularly-eXtending, and rectangular-parallelepiped

28, and forms at a terminal end thereof together With the top
front 16 of the ?at and rectangular-shaped top 12 a
rectangular-shaped open front 31 for insertion of a CD.

55

shaped side guide rail supporting platforms 40 of the respec
tive side guide rail of the pair of long, elongated, slender,
?at, and rectangular-shaped side guide rails 38.

Each side Wall of the pair of long, elongated, slender,
parallel, ?at, and rectangular-shaped side Walls 30 has a

The ?at and rectangular-shaped top 12 further includes a

height that is equal to the height of, and is longer than, the

top pair of ?at and rectangular-shaped overhangs 44.
Each overhang of the top pair of ?at and rectangular
shaped overhangs of the ?at and rectangular-shaped top 12

short, elongated, slender, ?at, and rectangular-shaped back
Wall 28.

The display frame/interlocking storage rack component
10 further includes a short, elongated, slender, ?at, and
rectangular-shaped back guide rail 32 that eXtends perpen

dicularly doWnWardly from the top throughopening back 22
of the top rectangular-shaped throughopening 20 in the ?at

eXtends from a respective longitudinal side of the top
65

throughopening pair of longitudinal sides 26 of the
rectangular-shaped throughopening 20 in the ?at
rectangular-shaped top 12, coplanarly into the
rectangular-shaped throughopening 20 in the ?at

top
and

top
and

5,853,091
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rectangular-shaped top 12, a distance equal to the side guard

STEP 3: Slide the typical CD box 46 onto the side guard rail

pair of short, spaced-apart, inWardly-perpendicularly

rail pair of short, spaced-apart, inWardly-perpendicularly
extending, and rectangular-parallelepiped-shaped side guide

extending, and rectangular-parallelepiped-shaped side
guide rail supporting platforms 40 of each side guide rail
of the pair of long, elongated, slender, ?at, and

rail supporting platforms 40 of a respective side guide rail of
the pair of ?at and rectangular-shaped side guide rails 38,
and is disposed betWeen a respective pair of side notches of
the top throughopening side tWo pair of spaced-apart, side

rectangular-shaped side guide rails 38 until it reaches the

short, elongated, slender, ?at, and rectangular-shaped

notches 42.
The manner of stacking more than one display frame/
interlocking storage rack component 10 can best be seen in

back guide rail 32 Which terminates its longitudinal

FIG. 7, Which is an enlarged cross sectional vieW taken on

movement, and When in this position alloWs a CD box
decorated top 48 of the typical CD box 46 to be visible

movement While the pair of long, elongated, slender, ?at,
and rectangular-shaped side guide rails 38 restrict lateral

line 7—7 in FIG. 1 illustrating the inter?tting of a pair of
vertically adjacent units of the present invention, and as such
Will be discussed With reference thereto.
STEP 1: Position a ?rst display frame/interlocking storage
rack component 10 Where desired.
STEP 2: Position a second display frame/interlocking stor

through the top rectangular-shaped throughopening 20 in
15

the ?at and rectangular-shaped top 12 and a CD box
decorated front. 50 of the typical CD 46 to be visible

through the rectangular-shaped open front 31.
The con?guration of an alternate embodiment of the

display frame/interlocking storage rack component 110 can

age rack component 10 atop the ?rst display frame/
interlocking storage rack component 10.
STEP 3 Insert the back guide rail long, forWardly

best be seen in FIGS. 9—13, Which are a diagrammatic
bottom plan vieW of an alternate embodiment of a single unit

perpendicularly-extending and rectangular
parallelepiped-shaped back guide rail supporting platform
34 of the short, elongated, slender, ?at, and rectangular

enlarged diagrammatic fragmented vieW taken generally

shaped back guide rail 32 of the second display frame/
interlocking storage rack component 10 into the top

of the present invention, an enlarged diagrammatic frag
mented vieW taken generally along line 10—10 in FIG. 9, an

25

throughopening back elongated, slender, and rectangular
parallelepiped-shaped back notch 36 in the ?at and

rectangular-shaped top 12 of the ?rst display frame/
interlocking storage rack component 10.
STEP 4: Insert the side guard rail pair of short, spaced-apart,

reference thereto.

The alternate embodiment of the display frame/
interlocking storage rack component 110 is similar to the

inWardly-perpendicularly-extending, and rectangular
parallelepiped-shaped side guide rail supporting plat
forms 40 of a side guide rail of the pair of long, elongated,
slender, ?at, and rectangular-shaped side guide rails 38 of
the second display frame/interlocking storage rack com
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ponent 10 into a respective pair of side notches of the top

throughopening side tWo pair of short, spaced-apart, and
rectangular-parallelepiped-shaped side notches 42 in the
?at and rectangular-shaped top 12 of the ?rst display
frame/interlocking storage rack component 10, With an

top 12, and terminate short of the top front 16 of the ?at

and rectangular-shaped top 12.

2) The pair of long, elongated, slender, ?at, and
45

extending, and rectangular-parallelepiped-shaped side
guide rail supporting platforms 40 of the respective side
guide rail of the pair of long, elongated, slender, ?at, and

rearmost pair of side guide. rail supporting platforms of
the side guard rail pair of short, spaced-apart, inWardly
perpendicularly-extending, and rectangular
parallelepiped-shaped side guide rail supporting plat
forms 40 of the pair of long, elongated, slender, ?at,

display frame/interlocking storage rack component 10.

and rectangular-shaped side guide rails 38 so as to form
55

side guide rail pair of laterally aligned slots 152 therein.
3) Apair of side Wall channels 154 extend perpendicularly
from, and open inWardly of, each side Wall of the pair

of long, elongated, slender, parallel, ?at, and

to that since the display frame/interlocking storage rack

rectangular-shaped side Walls 30. A forWardmost side
Wall channel of the pair of side Wall channels 154 of

component 10 can be manufactured in a Wide range of siZes

and can therefore accommodate boxes for other objects,
such as, video tape cassettes, audio tape cassettes, and the
like.
STEP 1: Position a typical CD box 46 at the rectangular
shaped open front 31.
STEP 2: Insert the typical CD box 46 past the rectangular
shaped open front 32.

rectangular-shaped side guide rails 138 are laterally
interrupted from forWard of the top throughopening
back 22 of the top rectangular-shaped throughopening
20 in the ?at and rectangular-shaped top 12 to a

rectangular-shaped side guide rails 38 of the second
The manner of loading a CD into the display frame/
interlocking storage rack component 10 can best be seen in
FIG. 8, Which is a diagrammatic perspective vieW of a CD
being inserted into a unit of the present invention, and as
such Will be discussed With reference thereto.
It is to be understood, hoWever, that for the matter of
simplicity the discussion Will make reference to the use of a
CD box, but it is to be understood that it’s use is not limited

preferred embodiment of the display frame/interlocking
storage rack component 10, except for the folloWing:
1) The pair of long, elongated, slender, ?at, and
rectangular-shaped side guide rails 38 are replaced by
a pair of long, elongated, slender, ?at, and rectangular
shaped side guide rails 138 that extend perpendicularly
forWardly from the short, elongated, slender, ?at, and
rectangular-shaped back Wall 28 to past the top
throughopening front 24 of the top rectangular-shaped
throughopening 20 in the ?at and rectangular-shaped

overhang of the top pair of ?at and rectangular-shaped
overhangs 44 of the ?at and rectangular-shaped top 12 of
the ?rst display frame/interlocking storage rack compo
nent 10 extending coplanarly betWeen the side guard rail

pair of short, spaced-apart, inWardly-perpendicularly

along line 11—11 in FIG. 9, a diagrammatic front eleva
tional vieW taken generally along line 12—12 in FIG. 9
illustrating the insertion of the replaceably mounted front
panel, and a diagrammatic perspective vieW of the easel
stand, respectively, and as such Will be discussed With

each side Wall of the pair of long, elongated, slender,
parallel, ?at, and rectangular-shaped side Walls 30 is
disposed at the top front 16 of the ?at and rectangular
65

shaped top 12. A rearWardmost side Wall channel of the
pair of side Wall channels 154 of each side Wall of the

pair of long, elongated, slender, parallel, ?at, and
rectangular-shaped. side Walls 30 is disposed in lateral

5,853,091
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alignment With a respective slot of the side guide rail

FIGS. 17 and 18, Which are a diagrammatic side elevational
vieW illustrating the easel stand supporting a unit of the
present invention in landscape mode on a ?at surface, and a

pair of laterally aligned slots 152 in the pair of long,
elongated, slender, ?at, and rectangular-shaped side
guide rails 138.
4) A pair of back Wall T-shaped tracks 156 extend per
pendicularly from, and open forwardly of, the short,
elongated, slender, ?at, and rectangular-shaped back

diagrammatic side elevational vieW illustrating the easel
stand supporting a unit of the present invention in portrait
mode on a ?at surface, respectively, and as such Will be
discussed With reference thereto.

Wall 28, and are disposed betWeen the pair of long,

elongated, slender, ?at, and rectangular-shaped side
guide rails 138.

5) An elongated, slender, and generally rectangular

10

parallelepiped-shaped front Wall 158 is replaceably

played on a horiZontal surface 170 in a landscape mode

mounted. in either the forWardmost side Wall channel
of the pair of side Wall channels 154 of each side Wall

of the pair of long, elongated, slender, parallel, ?at, and
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rectangular-shaped side Walls 30 or the rearWardmost
side Wall channel of the pair of side Wall channels 154

of each side Wall of the pair of long, elongated, slender,
parallel, ?at, and rectangular-shaped side Walls 30
Where it passes freely through the side guide rail pair of
laterally aligned slots 152 in the pair of long, elongated,
slender, ?at, and rectangular-shaped side guide rails
138. When the elongated, slender, and generally
rectangular-parallelepiped-shaped front Wall 158 is
replaceably mounted in the forWardmost side Wall
channel of the pair of side Wall channels 154 of each

above, tWo or more together, may also ?nd a useful appli

While the invention has been illustrated and described as

embodied in display frame/interlocking storage rack
component, it is not intended to be limited to the details
25

(not shoWn) is replaceably maintained in the display
frame/interlocking storage rack component 110 for
display. And, When the elongated, slender, and gener
ally rectangular-parallelepiped-shaped front Wall 158 is

the gist of the present invention that others can, by applying
current knoWledge, readily adapt it for various applications

Without omitting features that, from the standpoint of prior
35

1. A display frame/interlocking storage rack component
adaptable to receive and display a box and being stackable,

6) An L-shaped easel stand 160 having an easel stand long

comprising:

leg 162 and a easel stand short leg 164 Which extends

a) a top With a back, a front disposed in front of said back

perpendicularly from the easel stand long leg 162 of the
L-shaped easel stand 160 is replaceably mounted in
either channel of the pair of side Wall channels 154 or
45

156.

The manner of hanging the display frame/interlocking

said throughopening in said top being de?ned by a
back, a front, and a pair of longitudinal sides extending
forWardly from said back of said throughopening in
said top to said front of said throughopening in said top;
b) a back Wall having a height and extending doWnWardly

vieW illustrating the easel stand being used to hang the
present invention on a Wall, an enlarged cross sectional vieW

and as such Will be discussed With reference thereto.

STEP 1: Insert fully the easel stand short leg 164 of the
L-shaped easel stand 160 in either track of the pair of
back Wall T-shaped tracks 156.
STEP 2: Affix the easel stand long leg 162 of the L-shaped
easel stand 160 to a Wall 166 by any knoWn mounting
mechanism 168, such as hook and loop fasteners, tWo
sided tape, or the like.

Another manner of displaying the display frame/
interlocking storage rack component 110 can best be seen in

of said top, a pair of longitudinal sides extending
forWardly from said back of said top to said front of
said top, and a throughopening extending vertically and
concentrically therethrough for vieWing a decorative
top of the box When the box is positioned in said

display frame/interlocking storage rack component;

storage rack component 110 for display can best be seen in
FIGS. 14—16, Which are a diagrammatic side elevational

of the area generally enclosed by the dotted circle identi?ed
by arroW 15 in FIG. 14 illustrating the interaction of the
easel stand and the present invention, and a diagrammatic
perspective vieW taken generally in the direction of arroW 16
in FIG. 14 illustrating a plurality of units of the present
invention hung from a Wall to form a display, respectively,

art, fairly constitute characteristics of the generic or speci?c
aspects of this invention.
What is claimed as neW and desired to be protected by
Letters Patent is set forth in the appended claims:

is used as a rack component.

in either track of the pair of back Wall T-shaped tracks

shoWn, since it Will be understood that various omissions,
modi?cations, substitutions and changes in the forms and
details of the device illustrated and in its operation can be
made by those skilled in the art Without departing in any Way
from the spirit of the present invention.
Without further analysis, the foregoing Will so fully reveal

rectangular-shaped open front 31 is closed and a box

side Wall of the pair of long, elongated, slender,
parallel, ?at, and rectangular-shaped side Walls 30 the
display frame/interlocking storage rack component 110

or insert the easel stand long leg 162 of the L-shaped
easel stand 160 in any channel of the pair of side Wall
channels 154 When the display frame/interlocking stor
age rack component 110 is to be displayed on the
horiZontal surface 170 in a portrait mode.
It Will be understood that each of the elements described

cation in other typed of constructions differing from the
typed described above.

side Wall of the pair of long, elongated, slender,
parallel, ?at, and rectangular-shaped side Walls 30 the

replaceably mounted in the rearWardmost side Wall
channel of the pair of side Wall channels 154 of each

STEP 1: Insert the easel stand long leg 162 of the
L-shaped easel stand 160 in either track of the pair of
back Wall T-shaped tracks 156 When the display frame/
interlocking storage rack component 110 is to be dis

from said back of said top;
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c) a pair of side Walls, each of Which extending doWn
Wardly from a respective longitudinal side of said pair
of longitudinal sides of said top along its entire length,
and being joined at one end thereof to said back Wall,
and forming at a terminal end thereof together With said
front of said top an open front for insertion and removal

of the box from said display frame/interlocking storage
rack component and for vieWing a decorative front of

the box positioned in said display frame/interlocking
storage rack component;
d) a pair of side guide rails, each of Which extending
doWnWardly from a respective longitudinal side of said
pair of longitudinal sides of said throughopening in said

5,853,091
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top; each side guide rail of said pair of said guide rails
terminating below said pair of side Walls in a pair of

8. The component as de?ned in claim 1, Wherein said pair

of side guide rails is a pair of long, elongated, slender, ?at,
and rectangular-shaped side guide rails; each side guide rail

side guide rail supporting platforms extending inwardly
therefrom and supporting the box positioned in said

of said pair of long, elongated, slender, ?at, and rectangular
shaped side guide rails extends perpendicularly doWnWardly
from said respective longitudinal side of said pair of longi

display frame/interlocking storage rack component;
said top further including tWo pair of side notches, each
pair of Which opening continuously into both a respec
tive longitudinal side of said pair of longitudinal sides
of said throughopening in said top and in a respective

side guide rail of said pair of guide rails; each pair of

tudinal sides of said throughopening in said top; said pair of
side guide rail supporting platforms are a pair of short,
10

spaced-apart, inWardly-perpendicularly-extending, and
rectangular-parallelepiped-shaped side guide rail supporting

side notches of said tWo pair of side notches being

platforms.

disposed in vertical alignment With said pair of side
guide rail supporting platforms of said respective side
guide rail of said pair of side guide rails; each pair of

pair of side notches are tWo pair of short, spaced-apart, and
rectangular-parallelepiped-shaped side notches.

side notches of said tWo pair of side notches receiving
said pair of side guide rail supporting platforms of a
respective side guide rail of said pair of side guide rails
of a next stacked display frame/interlocking storage
rack component; and
e) a pair of overhangs, each of Which extending inWardly
from a respective longitudinal side of said pair of
longitudinal sides of said throughopening in said top,
and being disposed betWeen a respective pair of side
notches of said tWo pair of side notches; each overhang
of said pair of overhangs ?lling in space betWeen, and

9. The component as de?ned in claim 1, Wherein said tWo

15

throughopening in said top, coplanarly into said through
opening in said top, a distance equal to said pair of side

guide rail supporting platforms of a respective side guide rail
of said pair of side guide rails.
11. The component as de?ned in claim 1; further com
25

being coplanar With, said side guide rail supporting
platforms of said respective side guide rail of said pair
of side guide rails of said next stacked display, frame/
interlocking storage rack component, and further sup
porting the box positioned in said next stacked said

display frame/interlocking storage rack component.
2. The component as de?ned in claim 1, Wherein said top,

said back Wall, said pair of side Walls, and said pair of side
guide rails are integrally formed from thermal plastic by

injection molding.
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3. The component as de?ned in claim 1, Wherein said top
is a ?at and rectangular-shaped top; said front of said ?at and
rectangular-shaped top is parallel to said back of said ?at and

back notch is an elongated, slender, and rectangular
parallelepiped-shaped back notch.

said ?at and rectangular-shaped top are a pair of parallel

longitudinal sides, and said throughopening in said ?at and
rectangular-shaped top is a rectangular-shaped throughopen

13. The component as de?ned in claim 11, Wherein said

top, said back Wall, said pair of side Walls, said pair of side
guide rails, and said back guide rail are integrally formed

mg.
4. The component as de?ned in claim 1, Wherein said back

from thermal plastic by injection molding.
45

14. The component as de?ned in claim 11, Wherein said

back guide rail is a short, elongated, slender, ?at, and
rectangular-shaped back guide rail that extends perpendicu
larly doWnWardly from said back of said throughopening in
said top; said back guide rail supporting platform is a long,

pair of longitudinal sides of said top and extend perpendicu
larly forWardly from said back of said throughopening in

forWardly-perpendicularly-extending and rectangular
parallelepiped-shaped back guide rail supporting platform.

said top to said front of said throughopening in said top.
5. The component as de?ned in claim 1, Wherein said back

15. The component as de?ned in claim 11, Wherein each

Wall is a short, elongated, slender, ?at, and rectangular

shaped back Wall, and extends perpendicularly doWnWardly
from said back of said top, along its entire length.
6. The component as de?ned in claim 1, Wherein said pair
of said Walls are a pair of long, elongated, slender, parallel,
?at, and rectangular-shaped side Walls; each side Wall of said

prising a back guide rail extending doWnWardly from said
back of said throughopening in said top along its entire
length; said back guide rail terminating beloW said back Wall
in a back guide rail supporting platform extending forWardly
along its entire length and further supporting the box posi
tioned in said display frame/interlocking storage rack com
ponent; said top further including a back notch opening
continuously into both said back of said throughopening in
said top and in said back guide rail, and extending along
their entire lengths; said back notch receiving said back
guide rail supporting platform of said next stacked display
frame/interlocking storage rack component When said dis
play frame/interlocking storage rack components are
stacked.
12. The component as de?ned in claim 11, Wherein said

rectangular-shaped top; said pair of longitudinal sides of

of said throughopening in said top is parallel to said back of
said top; said front of said throughopening in said top is
parallel to said front of said top; said pair of longitudinal
sides of said throughopening in said top are parallel to said

10. The component as de?ned in claim 1, Wherein said
pair of overhangs are a pair of ?at and rectangular-shaped
overhangs, each of Which extends from said respective
longitudinal side of said pair of longitudinal sides of said
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side guide rail of said pair of side guide rails further extends
perpendicularly forWardly from said back guide rail to past
said front of said throughopening in said top, and terminates
short of said front of said top so as to provide a recess for

grabbing the box to be removed from said display frame/

interlocking storage rack component.

pair of long, elongated, slender, parallel, ?at, and

16. The component as de?ned in claim 1, Wherein said

rectangular-shaped side Walls extends perpendicularly
doWnWardly from said respective longitudinal side of said
pair of longitudinal sides of said top, and is joined perpen

pair of side guide rails are laterally interrupted from forWard

dicularly at said one end thereof to said back Wall; said open
front is a rectangular-shaped open front.
7. The component as de?ned in claim 1, Wherein each side
Wall of said pair of side Walls has a height that is equal to

of side guide rails so as to form a pair of laterally aligned
slots therein.
17. The component as de?ned in claim 16; further com

said height of, and is longer than, said back Wall.

of said back of said throughopening in said top to a rearmost

pair of said side guide rail supporting platforms of said pair
65

prising a pair of channels extending perpendicularly from,
and opening inWardly of, each side Wall of said pair of side

5,853,091
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Walls; a forWardrnost channel of said pair of channels of
each side Wall of said pair of side Walls being disposed at
said front of said top; a rearWardrnost channel of said pair of
channels of each side Wall of said pair of side Walls being

disposed in lateral alignment With said pair of laterally
aligned slots in said pair of side guide rails.

5

18. The component as de?ned in claim 17; further corn

prising a pair of back Wall T-shaped tracks extending per

pendicularly from, and open forWardly of, said back Wall,
and being disposed betWeen said pair of side guide rails.

back, a front, and a pair of longitudinal sides extending
forWardly from said back of said throughopening in
said top to said front of said throughopening in said top;
b) a back Wall having a height and extending downwardly
from said back of said top;
c) a pair of side Walls, each of Which extending doWn
Wardly from a respective longitudinal side of said pair
of longitudinal sides of said top along its entire length,
and being joined at one end thereof to said back Wall,

19. The component as de?ned in claim 17; further corn

and forming at a terminal end thereof together With said
front of said top an open front for insertion and removal

prising an elongated, slender, and generally rectangular

of the box from said display frarne/interlocking storage

parallelepiped-shaped front Wall replaceably mounted in one
of a forWardrnost channel of said pair of channels of each
side Wall of said pair of side Walls and a rearWardrnost
channel of said pair of channels of each side Wall of said pair
of side Walls Where it passes freely through said pair of

rack component and for vieWing a decorative front of
15

the box positioned in said display frarne/interlocking
storage rack cornponent;
d) a pair of side guide rails, each of Which extending

prising an L-shaped easel stand having a long leg and a short

downwardly from a respective longitudinal side of said
pair of longitudinal sides of said throughopening in said
top; each side guide rail of said pair of said guide rails
terrninating beloW said pair of side Walls in a pair of

leg extending perpendicularly from said long leg of said
L-shaped easel stand; said short leg of said L-shaped easel

therefrom and supporting the box positioned in said

stand being replaceably mounted in a track of said pair of

display frarne/interlocking storage rack cornponent;

laterally aligned slots in said pair of side guide rails.
20. The component as de?ned in claim 18; further corn

T-shaped tracks With said long leg of said L-shaped easel
extending doWnWardly therefrom and contacting, and being

side guide rail supporting platforrns extending inWardly

25

af?xed to, a Wall When said display frarne/interlocking
storage rack component is hung from the Wall for display;

said top further including tWo pair of side notches, each
pair of Which opening continuously into both a respec
tive longitudinal side of said pair of longitudinal sides
of said throughopening in said top and in a respective

said long leg of said L-shaped easel stand being replaceably

side guide rail of said pair of guide rails; each pair of

mounted in a track of said pair of T-shaped tracks With said
short leg of said L-shaped easel stand contacting a horiZontal

side notches of said tWo pair of side notches being

surface When said display frarne/interlocking storage rack
component is displayed on the horiZontal surface in a

landscape mode; said long leg of said L-shaped easel stand
being replaceably mounted in a channel of said pair of
channels of a side Wall of said pair of said Walls With said
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disposed in vertical alignment With said pair of side
guide rail supporting platforrns of said respective side
guide rail of said pair of side guide rails; each pair of
side notches of said tWo pair of side notches receiving
said pair of side guide rail supporting platforrns of a
respective side guide rail of said pair of side guide rails

short leg of said L-shaped easel stand contacting the hori
Zontal surface When said display frarne/interlocking storage

of a next stacked display frarne/interlocking storage
rack component; and

rack component is displayed on the horiZontal surface in a

e) a pair of overhangs, each of Which extending inWardly

portrait mode.

from a respective longitudinal side of said pair of
longitudinal sides of said throughopening in said top,
and being disposed betWeen a respective pair of side
notches of said tWo pair of side notches; each overhang
of said pair of overhangs ?lling in space betWeen, and

21. A method of storing and displaying a box, comprising
the step of storing and displaying the box in a display
frarne/interlocking storage rack component which corn

prises:

being coplanar With, said side guide rail supporting

a) a top With a back, a front disposed in front of said back

of said top, a pair of longitudinal sides extending
forWardly from said back of said top to said front of
said top, and a throughopening extending vertically and
concentrically therethrough for vieWing a decorative
top of the box When the box is positioned in said
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platforrns of said respective side guide rail of said pair
of side guide rails of said next stacked display frarne/
interlocking storage rack component, and further sup
porting the box positioned in said next stacked said

display frarne/interlocking storage rack cornponent.

display frarne/interlocking storage rack cornponent;
said throughopening in said top being de?ned by a
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